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CGHD-SEU
The CGHD – SEU is responsible for augmenting and supplementing the CGHD detectives and patrol throughout OSB. They are tasked with providing uniform support for CGHD’s homicide investigative function. SEU deploys as close to real time as possible and their deployment is based upon the following:

- Current (real time) trends in gang crime and related incidents;
- Intelligence gathered from Area’s, CGHD CAD, outside agencies and the community (i.e. interventionist);
- Fresh gang homicides investigated by the Homicide Section, CGHD; and,
- As directed by the Commanding Officer, Operations-South Bureau.

The Bureau Gang Coordinator (BGC) coordinates and interfaces with all Area GED’s and outside agencies to facilitate sharing gang intelligence, and providing guidance and insight to Area GED’s in addressing their individual gang issues.

Lieutenant II Michael Carodine, Bureau Gang Coordinator, is also the SEU’s Officer-in-Charge. The Unit is comprised of (1) Sergeant II, (1) Sergeant I, (1) Police Officer III and (14) Police Officer IIs.

CGHD-GANG Audit Unit
The Gang Audit Unit is responsible for conducting audits on the function of all Gang Enforcement Details (GED) operating within Operations-South Bureau (OSB) to ensure compliance with the current tenets of the previously mandated Consent Decree as it relates to gang operations. The unit also conducts random and follow up inspections as directed by the BGC and the Commanding Officer, CGHD. The audit unit interfaces with all Area Gang Impact Team (GIT) Lieutenants, related administrative staff and Area Consent Decree Coordinators. The unit’s inspection calendar and subject matter is provided by Gang and Narcotics Divisions and Internal Audits and Inspections Division. All inspections are reviewed and approved by the BGC, who is also responsible for providing insight and recommendations to the concerned gang entities and Area commanding officers. The BGC also provides administrative insight and guidance to all Area GIT lieutenants.

The Gang Audit Unit is comprised of (1) Police Officer III and (1) Police Officer II.